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Abstract: In a round-oval-round pass rolling sequence, the cross-section profile of an outgoing workpiece was predicted first after 
getting the maximum spread. The concept “critical point on the contact boundary” was proposed and the coordinates of the critical 
point were solved. The equivalent contact section area was represented and the mean roll radius was determined. The validity of this 
model was examined by alloy bar rolling experiment and rigid-plastic FEM simulation. Compared with the existing models, the 
mean roll radius obtained by this model is similar to experiment data.  
© 2008 University of Science and Technology Beijing. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

In strip (or plate) rolling process, the calculation of 
rolling speed by the multiplication of roll rpm and roll 
radius is very simple. However, in rod (or bar) rolling 
process, the roll surface is not smooth for the groove 
on the roll, so the determination of rolling speed be-
comes difficult, as the roll radius is not constant along 
the direction of roll axis. Consequently, for calculating 
the rolling speed of the workpiece in the grooved roll, 
the “mean roll radius” has been used as equivalent ra-
dius to replace the varying roll radius along the roll 
groove profile. 

For calculating the mean roll radius, the cross- sec-
tion profile of the outgoing workpiece should be pre-
dicted. Shinokura and Takai [1-3] presented an ex-
perimentally based model for the prediction of 
cross-section profile in oval pass rolling. Kemp [4] 
proposed a model for the prediction of cross-section 
profile in oval and round groove rolling, but did not 
represent the equation for the cross-section profile. 
Kim [ 5] represented a free surface scheme for the 
analysis of plastic deformation in shape rolling. 

For determining the mean radius of the grooved roll, 
some calculating models were proposed by scholars.  

This article studied the deformation law of the alloy 
bar (or rod) in the groove, and the cross-section profile 
of an outgoing workpiece has been predicted, and then 
a novel model was proposed to calculate the mean roll 
radius. The mean roll radius calculated by this was 
compared with the existing models.  

2. Prediction of cross-section profile of the 
outgoing workpiece 

According to the research of Lee [6-9], the free sur-
face profile at the exit cross-section can be expressed 
as a circular arc. As can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2, the 
radius of the circular arc is shown as sR , and the in-
tersection between the free surface and the groove 
curve is defined as “critical point on the contact 
boundary”. So the cross-section profile can be pre-
dicted when sR  and the critical point ( ),Y ZC C are 
known. The coordinate of the critical point ( ),Y ZC C  
must be solved for the exact determination of 
cross-section profile. Consequently, the model for 
solving the critical point ( ),Y ZC C should also be built. 

2.1. Critical point in round-oval pass rolling 

Once the groove profile and roll gap are known, the 
position of the critical point ( ),Y ZC C  can be just 
determined by the maximum spread b∆  or maximum 
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width maxW . 

 
Fig. 1.  Parameter designation of round-oval pass for 
solving the critical point (CY, CZ). 

 
Fig. 2.  Parameter designation of oval-round pass for 
solving the critical point (CY, CZ). 

sR  can be predicted as the linear interpolation of 
aR  and fR ( Fig. 1) or 1R  and gR ( Fig. 2), once 
maxW  is known. maxW  is the maximum width of the 

outgoing workpiece, which can be calculated by Shi-
nokura and Takai’s equation [3]. 

In round-oval pass rolling, sR  and fR  may be 
given by 
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where aR  is the radius of curvature of the incoming 
cross-section. tW  a weighting function, iW  the 
width of the inlet cross-section, fW  the width of the 
roll groove area, b∆  the maximum spread of the 
outgoing workpiece. 

The critical point ( ),Y ZC C , at which the oval 
groove intersects the surface profile of the outgoing 
workpiece, can be formulated as two simultaneous 

circular equations: 
2 2 2

s( )Y Y ZC D C R− + =  (5) 
2 2 2

1( )Z Z YD C C R+ + =  (6) 

where YD , the distance along the direction of Y-axis 
between the origin coordinate and the center of the 
arc sR , is shown as 

( )max s2 / 2YD W R= −  (7) 

where zD , the distance along the direction of Z-axis 
between the origin coordinate and the center of the arc 

1R , is shown as 

1 p / 2ZD R H= −  (8) 

where 1R  is the radius of the oval groove , pH  the 
thickness of the roll groove area. 

A new Eq. (9) can be obtained by Eqs. (5) and (6). 
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where 0k  is shown as  
2 2 2 2

0 s1 Y Zk R D R D= + − −  (13) 

Solving the simple binomial Eq. (9), ZC  can be 
expressed explicitly in terms of a , b , c  as 

2 4
2Z

b b acC
a

− ± −
=  (14) 

According to Eq. (14), two solutions of ZC  will 
be obtained. However, in these two solutions, only 
one is effective or available. In other words, one of 
two solutions has to be excluded. 

The reference point ( )0 0,Y ZC C , at which the oval 
groove intersects the surface profile of incoming 
workpiece, can be formulated as 

2 2 2
0 0 1( )Z Z YD C C R+ + =  (15) 

2 2 2
0 a0Z YC C R+ =  (16) 
Solving Eqs. (15) and (16), yields 
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2 2
0 a 0Y ZC R C= −  (18) 

For the spread of the workpiece in rod rolling, 0ZC  
should be bigger than ZC . So, the criterion for the 
determination of the only effective value ZC  can be 
shown as 

0Z ZC C<  (19) 

Once ZC  is determined, YC  can be obtained by 

( ) 22
1Y Z ZC R C D= − +  (20) 

2.2. Critical point in oval-round pass rolling 

In oval-round pass rolling, sR  may be given by 

( )s 1 t g t1R R W R W= ⋅ + ⋅ −  (21) 
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where 1R  is the radius of curvature of the incoming 
cross-section, tW  a weighting function, gR  the ra-
dius of the round groove. 

The critical point ( ),Y ZC C , at which the round 
groove intersects the surface profile of an outgoing 
workpiece, can be formulated as 

2 2 2
s( )Y Y ZC D C R+ + =  (23)  

2 2 2
gZ YC C R+ =  (24) 

where YD , the distance along the direction of Y-axis 
between the origin coordinate and the center of the arc 

sR , is shown as 

s max / 2YD R W= −  (25) 

Solving Eqs. (23) and (24), yields 
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The reference point ( )0 0,Y ZC C , at which the round 
groove intersects the surface profile of an incoming 
workpiece, can be formulated as 

2 2 2
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Solving Eqs. (28) and (29), yields 
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3. Calculating models of mean roll radius 

In this section, the existing models for the calcula-
tion of mean roll radius are reviewed and the deriva-
tion procedure of the proposed analytical model is de-
scribed. 

3.1. Existing models for mean roll radius 

(1) Wusatowski model [10]. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the physical meaning of mean roll 
radius in an oval and a round pass. It is a single value, 
which replaces the varying roll radius along the 
groove profile. Wusatowski model can be used to 
calculate mean roll radius when one knows informa-
tion regarding the deformation of a workpiece, i.e., the 
maximum spread and cross sectional area of the de-
formed workpiece.  

 

 
Fig. 3.  Parameter signification for the calculation of mean 
roll radius by Wusatowski model [1]: (a) oval pass; (b) 
round pass. 

The mean roll radius is 

mean max 2 2
G HR R= + −  (33) 

p max/H A W=  (34) 

where pA  is the cross sectional area of deformed 
workpiece at a given pass. The effective height of 
outgoing workpiece, H , is calculated by using the 
equivalent rectangle approximation method which 
transforms a curved cross section into a rectilinear one 
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while the net cross sectional area is maintained. 

(2) Saito model [11]. 

Saito et al. [11] proposed that the effective height, 
H , could be obtained by knowing the cross points of 
a roll groove profile and an incoming workpiece at a 
pass when they are overlapped (Fig. 4). Then the 
mean roll radius is 

mean max 2 2
G HR R= −＋  (35) 

H ＝Ah/Bc (36) 

It should be noted that the mean roll radius obtained 
by Saito model depends on the cross sectional shape 
of the incoming (undeformed) workpiece, whereas 
that obtained by Wusatowski model depends on the 
outgoing (deformed) workpiece. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Parameter signification for the calculation of mean 
roll radius by Satio et al.’s model [2]: (a) oval pass; (b) 
round pass. 

(3) Lee model [9]. 

Lee’s analytical model has been developed based 
on the mapping which transforms the definition of 
rolling speed in strip (or plate) rolling into that in rod 
(or bar) rolling. The mean roll radius proposed by Lee 
is represented by  
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where N is the number of the point-wise roll radii 
along the periphery, γ  an integer and a nondimen-
sional constant, l∆  the interval between the point- 
wise radius 1 2 3, , , , NR R R R⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (Fig. 5). 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Discrete distribution of radius at the exit section: (a) 
in strip or plate rolling; (b) in rod or bar rolling 

3.2. Development of a novel model for mean roll 
radius 

On the basis of summarizing and improving Wusa-
towski model and Lee model, a novel analytical model 
was put forward.  

According to Saito model, the mean roll radius is 
determined purely from the geometry of the incoming 
workpiece and the roll groove profile at a pass when 
they are overlapped. Whereas, according to Wusa-
towski model, Lee model, and the novel model de-
scribes in this article, the mean roll radius is deter-
mined purely from the geometry of the outgoing 
workpiece and the roll groove profile. Moreover, in 
this article, the lateral flow of the deformed workpiece 
(along roll-axis direction) and contact boundary has 
been considered as the two pivotal influencing factors 
on the mean roll radius. So the concept of critical 
point and available contact section is proposed 
(Figs. 6  and 7). The concept “critical point” is defined 
as the point on the contact boundary at the exit section. 
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It affects the contact status and the shape of the out-
going workpiece directly, so it is indispensable for 
determining the mean roll radius. Once this point is 
known, the available contact zone (hatched zone abcd) 
at the exit section can be determined and furthermore, 
the equivalent contact zone (rectangular zone ABCD) 
can be obtained (Figs. 6 and 7). 

First, the model of solving the critical point 
( ),Y ZC C  should be built. 

(1) The mean roll radius in round-oval pass rolling. 

 
Fig. 6.  Parameter designation of the round-oval pass. 

The curve equation of the oval groove is expressed 
as  

2 2
1( ) ZZ f Y R Y D= = − −  (41) 

where 1R  is the radius of the oval groove. 

The area of the available contact section for the 
oval pass is expressed as 

( )2 2
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C
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The area of the equivalent contact section for the 
oval pass and round pass is  

2ABCD YA H C= ⋅  (43) 

The mean height of the workpiece in the oval pass 
is shown as  
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Integrating the Eq. (44) yields 
2

0 01 (sin 2 2 )
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where 0θ  is shown as 

0 1arcsin( / )YC Rθ =  (46) 

The mean roll radius of the round pass may be 
given by 

mean max 2 2
G HR R= + −  (47) 

(2) The mean roll radius in oval-round pass rolling. 

 
Fig. 7.  Parameter designation of the oval-round pass. 

The curve equation of the round groove is ex-
pressed as  

2 2
g( )Z f Y R Y= = −  (48) 

The area of the available contact section for the 
round pass is expressed as  

( )2 2
g2 dY

Y

C
abcd C

A R Y Y= −∫−  (49) 

The area of the equivalent contact section for the 
oval pass and round pass is  

2ABCD YA H C= ⋅  (50) 

The mean height of the workpiece in the round pass 
is shown as  
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Integrating Eq. (51) yields 

( ) 2
Z g2 + 2arctan( /
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Y
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⋅ ⋅
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The mean roll radius of the oval pass and round 
pass may be given by 

mean max 2 2
G HR R= + −  (53) 

3. Results and discussions 

The calculation has been carried out according to 
the rolling schedule (Table 1) and the size of 
round-oval-round pass schedule (Table 2), which is 
always applied to Pomini rolling mills that belongs to 
Beiman Special Steel Co. Ltd. The material of the 
workpiece is structural alloy steel (40Cr). 

The rolling process has been simulated by rigid- 
plastic FEM, the contact boundary and critical point is 
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shown in Fig. 8 and the surface profile is shown in 
Fig. 9. The surface profile obtained by the prediction 

model, FEM simulation, and experimental data are 
shown as Fig. 10. 

Table 1.  Rolling schedule of the Pomini rolling mills 

Pass 
Roll  

diameter/ 
mm 

Bite  
angle/ 

(°) 

Motor 
speed/ 

(r·min−1)

Roll  
speed/ 

(r·min−1)

Input 
speed/ 
(m·s−1) 

Output 
speed/ 
(m·s−1) 

Neutral  
diameter/ 

mm 

Height of the incom-
ing workpiece/ 

mm 
Oval pass 730 24.8 822 8.1 0.22 0.28 658.2 171.0 

Round pass 730 28.0 887 10.5 0.28 0.35 627.1 195.4 

               Table 2.  Size of the oval pass and round pass                     mm 

Oval pass Round pass 
Hp Wf R1 DZ G Hp Wf Rg G 
112 230 156.6 100.6 20 136 150.11 68 12 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Contact boundary and contact zone in oval pass 
rolling. 

 
Fig. 9.  Surface profile of the incoming workpiece and out-
going workpiece. 

The mean roll radius can be obtained by the fol-
lowing steps:  

Step 1: Calculate b∆  and maxW  by Shinokura 
and Takai’s equation [7] and simulate the rolling 
process by the rigid-plastic FEM according to the 
rolling schedule from Pomini rolling mills. 

Step 2: Predict the surface profile of the outgoing 
workpiece by Lee’s model and determine sR  and 

YD  in oval pass and round pass, respectively. 

Step 3: Calculate the reference point ( )0 0,Y ZC C  
and solve the critical point ( ),Y ZC C . 

Step 4: Calculate the bar section area pA , hA , 
abcdA  and H  in oval pass and round pass, respec-

tively. 

Step 5: Calculate the mean roll radius meanR . 

 

 
Fig. 10.  Predicted and experimental surface profiles of the 
outgoing workpiece: (a) oval pass; (b) round pass. 

The result is shown as Table 3 and Table 4. 
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The effective section areas hA , pA  and abcdA , 
which are used to calculate the effective height of the 
outgoing workpiece, are expressed in Table 3. As can 
be seen in table 3, in the three section areas calculated 
by different models, the biggest and the smallest one 
are hA  and pA  respectively. The values of mean 

height H  and mean roll radius meanR  calculated by 
different models are listed in Table 4. As can be seen 
in Table 4, the values of H  and meanR  calculated 
from the new analytical model approach the practical 
data mostly. 

Table 3.  Critical point and section area of different models 

Bar section area/ mm2 
Pass Method 

Max. spread, 
∆b/mm 

Reference point, 
(CY0,CZ0)/mm

Critical point, 
(CY,CZ)/mm Wusatowski 

model, Ap 
Saito model, 

Ah 
New model, 

Aabcd 
Theoretical result 22.04 (77.95, 35.25) (89.95, 27.94) 16711.28 15247.02 16476.69

Experiment 24.40 (77.95, 35.25) (90.79, 26.78) 16770.62 15247.02 16536.15
Oval 
pass 

Simulating result by FEM 25.25 (77.95, 35.25) (91.56, 25.93) 16820.34 15247.02 16586.79
Theoretical result 15.68 (48.6, 47.56) (56.09, 38.45) 14079.75 11982.53 13341.14

Experiment 16.87 (48.6, 47.56) (56.67, 37.58) 141281.14 11982.53 13390.37
Round 
pass 

Simulating result by FEM 18.49 (48.6, 47.56) (57.92, 36.41) 14196.58 11982.53 13455.92

Table 4.  Mean height and mean roll radius 

Pass Method Effective height, H /mm Mean roll diameter, meanR /mm 

Practical data 91.8 329.1 
Wusatowski 

model 
Saito 
model

Lee 
model

New 
model

Wusatowski 
model 

Saito 
model 

Lee 
model 

New 
modelTheoretical 

result 
86.59 97.8 97.16 91.59 331.71 326.1 326.42 328.95

Absolute error/mm −5.21 +6.00 +5.36 +0.21 +2.61 −3.00 −2.72 −0.15

Oval 
pass 

Relative error/% −5.68 +6.54 +5.84 +0.23 +0.79 −0.91 −0.83 −0.05
Practical data 117.7 316.15 

Wusatowski 
model 

Saito 
model

Lee 
model

New 
model

Wusatowski 
model 

Saito 
model 

Lee 
model 

New 
modelTheoretical 

result 
125.51 123.28 122.47 118.93 312.25 313.36 314.76 315.54

Absolute error/mm −7.81 −5.58 −4.77 −1.23 −3.90 −2.79 −1.39 −0.61

Round 
pass 

Relative error/% −6.64 −4.74 −4.05 −1.11 −1.23 −0.88 −0.44 −0.19
 

In oval pass rolling, the mean roll radius meanR  

computed by Saito model, which is very similar with 
that by Lee model, is less than that by the novel model. 
On the other hand, the mean roll radius computed by 
Wusatowski model overestimate those by Lee model 
and the novel model. In round pass rolling, the mean 
roll radius meanR  calculated by the novel model is 
bigger compared with all the other models. 

4. Conclusions 

(1) Whether the position of critical point is accurate 
enough or not depends on the precision of the spread 
model, in other words, when the maximum width is 
more close to the true spread, the critical point will be 
more correct. So, the spread model should be chosen 
carefully to express the law of lateral flow exactly.  

(2) The surface profile of the outgoing workpiece is 
influenced by two pivotal parameters of the critical 
point ( ),Y ZC C  and sR . Compared with the experi-
mental data and simulation results, the surface profile 

prediction model is proved to be correct. 

(3) Wusatowski model can be used for rough esti-
mation for its simplicity in calculation; Saito model 
can be applied for approximate research when the 
maximum spread b∆  is small enough and can be ig-
nored; Lee model has a good mathematical rationale, 
but in practice, the application of this model is not 
easy as it involves tremendous calculations. 

(4) Compared with the existing models, the novel 
analytical model is more rational because the influ-
ence of maximum spread and contact status upon the 
mean roll radius has been considered in this model. 
The effective contact section area is an intermediate 
value between those of the Wusatowski model and 
Saito model. 

(5) The mean roll radius calculated by the novel 
analytical model is more close to experiment data. So, 
it can be used as an available reference in alloy bar 
rolling. 
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